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Abstract

Victims of oppression are often called to let go of their anger in order to facilitate better discussion to bring about the end of their oppression. According to Amia Srinivasan (2018), this constitutes an affective injustice. In this paper, we use research on emotion regulation to shed light on the nature of affective injustice. By drawing on the literature on emotion regulation, we illustrate specifically what kind of work is put upon people who are experiencing affective injustice and why it is damaging. We begin by explaining affective injustice and how it can amount to a call for emotion regulation. Then we explain the various techniques that can be used to regulate emotions and explain how each might be harmful here. In the penultimate section of the paper, we explain how the upshot of this is that victims of affective injustice are left with a dilemma. Either they try to regulate their anger in a way that involves ignoring the fact of their oppression or they regulate it in a way that is likely to be harmful for them. Finally, we consider whether there are any good solutions to this dilemma, and how this issue opens up the possibility for further research into emotion regulation and moral philosophy.

Introduction

When women of Color speak out of the anger that laces so many of our contacts with white women, we are often told that we are ‘creating a mood of hopelessness’, ‘preventing white women from getting past guilt,’ or ‘standing in the way of trusting communication and action’.

Audre Lorde (1984: 125)

Victims of oppression are often asked to let go of the anger they experience in response to their oppression in order to improve their chances of bringing about an end to that oppression. According to Amia Srinivasan (2018), this situation is (sometimes) one where these victims must manage the normative conflict between their apt and fitting emotional response and what it would be best all-things-considered to feel. This conflict constitutes what Srinivasan calls an affective injustice, which we can understand broadly as an injustice faced by someone specifically in their capacity as an affective being.

In this paper, we will extend Srinivasan’s analysis of this form of injustice by drawing on the psychological literature on emotion regulation, the various ways in which people attempt to manage their emotional life. We will argue first that the demand faced by victims of oppression in the cases that Srinivasan considers is a demand that they regulate their emotions. We will then look at the various emotion regulation strategies that victims of oppression might deploy in order to fulfill this demand. These include situational strategies (managing the situations one finds oneself in), attentional strategies (managing what one attends to), cognitive strategies (managing how one appraises one’s situation) and response modulation strategies (managing one’s behavior in response to emotionally expressive behavior). We will argue that none of these strategies offers an appropriate response for victims of oppression seeking to regulate away the anger they feel in response to their oppression. These strategies either involve victims of oppression turning away from the injustice...
that they face or have harmful outcomes for those employing them. This means that victims of oppression attempting to regulate their anger are faced with a dilemma. Either they try to regulate their anger in a way that involves ignoring the fact of their oppression or they regulate it in a way that is likely to be harmful for them. We will finish by exploring some implications of this discussion for how victims of oppression ought to respond to their anger.

By analyzing the affective injustice Srinivasan discusses in terms of emotion regulation and investigating the regulation strategies available to those facing this form of injustice, we intend to provide a deeper understanding of the injustice facing victims of oppression. In addition, we aim to provide a deeper understanding of the nature of affective injustice by showing how the demand to regulate one’s emotions can constitute a form of affective injustice and how it can serve to reinforce social injustice. Finally, we intend this paper to highlight the potential of empirical work on emotion regulation to illuminate philosophical discussion of emotions. Despite the widespread discussion of emotion regulation in psychology (For details see Gross 2015:2) and its spread to anthropology (Tarlow 2012), economics (Harris et al 2013), political science (Halperin 2014) and sociology (Lively & Weed 2014), emotional regulation has been surprisingly neglected in philosophical discussions of the emotions.¹ We hope that by showing how the literature on emotion regulation can inform our understanding of affective injustice that other philosophers will be inspired to investigate how this literature can inform other philosophical issues related to the emotions.

Before we begin, it is worth differentiating our project from two related but different lines of inquiry. First, we will not primarily be examining the forms of affective injustice discussed by Shiloh Whitney (2018) which involve the lack of uptake given to the emotions of oppressed groups. One example of such a case is where a man views a woman’s anger as indicating that the woman is mentally unstable rather than telling him something about the world (Frye 1983). Whitney explains how this lack of uptake results in three different form of affective injustice: affective marginalization, affective exploitation and affective violence. While we will discuss affective exploitation in the final section of our paper, we will not do so in relation to this lack of uptake but rather in relation to the need to engage in emotion regulation. Second, while we will be investigating the interconnection between emotion regulation and oppression, our primary focus will not be on the emotion regulation that the privileged need to engage in. This issue is one that Liebow and Glazer (Forthcoming) pursue in detail in relation to white fragility, and while we will touch upon this issue in the final section, our focus will be on the demands made of the oppressed to regulate their emotions.

1. Anger and Affective Injustice

Srinivasan’s 2018 paper “The Aptness of anger” is significant in its characterisation of demands against emotion as an injustice in itself. In the paper, Srinivasan acknowledges that, whilst it may be true that anger is counterproductive against certain goals, it can an appropriate emotional response. An emotion is fitting, or appropriate, when the evaluation involved in the emotion fits the target of
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When anger is appropriate but risks exacerbating harm, the person experiencing the anger is forced into a conflict which Srinivasan describes as affective injustice. It is a conflict in which there are reasons to relinquish legitimate anger. What Srinivasan adds to the existing literature on anger and moral reasoning is an account of how this kind of conflict is an injustice in itself, on top of whatever moral circumstances led to the anger initially. This paper builds on Srinivasan’s work by using research on emotion regulation to explore how this injustice manifests and what is so pernicious and damaging about it.

The example that Srinivasan begins with is a 1965 debate in Cambridge Union on the motion ‘The American dream has been achieved at the expense of the American Negro’. During this debate James Baldwin illustrates the truth of the motion as a matter of historical record, and meets argument from William F. Buckley Jr. who does not deny the truth of Baldwin’s claims, but dismisses them on the basis of lack of pragmatic value. Buckley goes on to argue that black anger, if maintained, will be met with white violence. Srinivasan gives this example to show that, though black Americans now had a place in society at the time of the debate, their anger did not. Srinivasan goes on to illustrate this as an injustice specific to emotions. People who have experienced a genuine moral violation also have the added injustice of not being allowed to have an appropriate and fitting emotional response to it. This can occur across systems of oppression and can also be seen when talking about sexism, homophobia, and even in abusive family dynamics.

To make her argument, Srinivasan (2018: 127-131) illustrates the conditions for anger to be considered appropriate. Anger is appropriate when it is a properly motivated and proportional response to a genuine moral violation. A desire for revenge or suffering of the perpetrator are not a necessary part of anger, putting Srinivasan’s account in contrast to some accounts of anger (e.g. Nussbaum 2016). Importantly, this alone eradicates several criticisms of anger’s appropriateness, under Srinivasan’s account anger may lead to the suffering of the perpetrator, but that is incidental and not anger’s goal. Appropriate anger meets several conditions. First, it must be a response to a genuine moral violation rather than a violation of someone’s wishes or desires that are not grounded in any moral values. Secondly, it must be properly motivated by a personal reason to feel anger. This is not restricted to the moral violation being of the angry person specifically, it is possible to be angry through empathy, solidarity, or protectiveness, but there must be a fitting connection. Finally, Srinivasan states that anger must be proportional to the moral violation that caused it.

 Even when anger meets all of these conditions, it can be policed, silenced, and discouraged. This pressure can come from well-wishers as well as ill-wishers, and even from the practicalities of trying to exact change. As Srinivasan as well as other philosophers acknowledge, anger can sometimes result in the alienation of those witnessing it, which can mean that any kind of acknowledgement or positive change that the angry person may want could be harder to get (e.g. Pettigrove 2012). This may provide a reason not to be angry, even when anger is appropriate. Srinivasan’s paper distinguishes between having reasons not to be angry because anger is impractical and having reasons not to be angry because anger is not appropriate. Having an instrumental reason to abandon appropriate anger forces the angry person into an unjust conflict in which they are tasked with the psychologically laborious burden of setting aside an appropriate response to a moral violation in
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order to be heard. It also creates a normative conflict which, again, is psychologically burdensome, as the victim not only has to forgo an appropriate response but is also put upon to knowingly ignore a perfectly legitimate moral judgement: that what they are faced with was a moral violation and it is right that they’re angry.

2. Affective Injustice as a Demand for Emotion Regulation

In the previous section, we explained Srinivasan’s account of an important form of affective injustice faced by victims of oppression. As we have seen, Srinivasan views this form of injustice as consisting of the conflict of managing one’s apt emotional responses to oppression and the need to improve one’s situation. This conflict creates both a psychic tax and a normative conflict for victims of oppression. In this section, we will analyze this affective injustice in terms of emotion regulation. We will argue that the demand being made of victims of oppression here is a demand that they regulate away their anger.

According to James Gross’s influential definition, emotional regulation “refers to the processes by which individuals influence which emotions they have, when they have them, and how they experience and express these emotions,” (1998: 275). In other words, emotion regulation is the process by which we manage our own emotional lives. When we regulate our emotions, we seek to control which emotions we will experience and how we will express those emotions. Of course, we do not have the ability to fully determine our emotional lives. Nevertheless, we do have some ability to control what we feel. For example, someone may try to make themselves happy by listening to cheerful music, to calm their anxiety by engaging in mindful meditation or to rekindle their love for their romantic partner by going on a romantic weekend. It is worth noting that these are all cases of intrinsic emotion regulation. This is when people try to manage their own emotions and has been the central focus of the literature on emotion regulation (Gross 2014). However, it is also possible to engage in extrinsic emotion regulation. This is when people try to regulate other people’s emotions. For example, someone may try to make someone happy by buying them a gift or to make someone feel ashamed by highlighting their deficiencies in front of others.

In the example Srinivasan gave of Baldwin and Buckley, we can see Buckley’s request to move away from discussing historical injustice to focus instead on practical forward-looking political issues as not only an affective injustice but also a call for emotion regulation. Buckley does not deny the reality of the oppression of black people, what he denies is the need to discuss it. Though Baldwin argued for the motion by stating historically accurate facts, Buckley discouraged this discussion on the grounds that it was no longer useful. Buckley is aware of the fact that what Baldwin is saying is true, but wants to put any emotional response to what is clearly an extreme moral violation in the past. By doing so, Buckley expects that any anger that black Americans may feel about the fact that they or other black Americans have experienced centuries of racist oppression is their own problem and has no business in public discussion. If they want to make positive change, then they should not bring this anger into political discussions. In other words, they must regulate away their anger in order to make themselves more palatable to their audience.
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3. Emotion Regulation Strategies

We have argued that the form of affective injustice Srinivasan is considering is a demand that victims of oppression regulate away their anger. We are now in a position to ask how victims of oppression might do so. If it is judged that it really would be better to abandon one's apt but counterproductive anger then what strategies might be used to do so? In this section, we will examine the various strategies of emotion regulation that victims of oppression could utilize in order to regulate away their anger. These are: situation management, attentional deployment, reappraisal and response modulation (Gross 2015; Gross et al 2019). In this section, we will explore each of these in turn and argue that each provides a problematic response to the affective injustice described by Srinivasan. For each strategy, we will explain what it involves, how it could be applied to the case of victims of oppression who are being asked to regulate their anger, and why this is a problematic way of responding to this situation.

3.1 Situation Management

One way to manage your emotions is to manage the situations in which you find yourself. The most straightforward way to do so is to select situations with the aim of generating or avoiding certain emotions. For example, someone may seek to avoid situations in which they have to converse with an arrogant and intimidating coworker in order to avoid feeling anxiety (Gross 2015). Similarly, someone may arrange to spend time with friends in an attempt to feel happiness. In addition to situation selection, one might also seek to modify existing situations. When speaking to a friend one may deliberately steer the conversation towards topics that are likely to cheer you up (Gross et al 2019).

These strategies provide one way in which victims of oppression might seek to avoid feeling anger at their oppression. A British Pakistani who has suffered from racism may avoid situations in which they will be confronted by racist views. They may for example choose not to socialize with co-workers they know to be racist. They may choose to live in areas where many other British Pakistanis live in order to feel safer and more at home. Alternatively, they may seek to manage existing situations. When conversing with the racist co-worker they may steer the conversation away from topics like immigration that are likely to lead to their racist attitudes being expressed. They may turn off the news to avoid hearing a report about racist violence. In these ways, they be able to reduce the number of occasions in which they feel anger in response to racism.

This response may be an important strategy for those overburdened by the anger they are feeling in response to their oppression. However, it is clearly problematic as a general response to the problem, for at least two reasons. First, it is likely to lead to the further marginalization of those suffering from racism. If victims of racism simply avoid talking to racists or engaging in conversations about immigration then victims of racism will be unable to fully participate in the life of the society they live in. As Iris Young (1990: 53) points out, “marginalization is perhaps the most dangerous form of oppression.” Denying people participation in social life is not only likely to lead to material harms but is a substantial harm in its own right. Therefore, this way of regulating away
the anger oppressed people experience involves increasing the oppression they face. The second, related, problem with this response is that it will make it harder to challenge and fight back against oppression. If victims of oppression avoid talking to racists or engaging in conversations about immigration then they will be unable to influence these discussions in a positive way. The marginalization then will make it more difficult to bring about social change.

This does not mean that victims of racism have a duty to engage in such discussions. Nor does it mean that privileged people are entitled to demand that victims of oppression educate them about the nature of their oppression. As Nora Bernstein (2016) has convincingly argued, this demand amounts to epistemic exploitation. However, it is also wrong for victims of racism to be excluded from such discussions. If the demand that victims of oppression regulate away their anger involves their avoiding situations likely to provoke it then this amounts to a demand that marginalized people further socially exclude themselves and avoid taking part in attempts to challenge oppression.

It is also important to note that, even if one is willing to engage in situation management as a tactic for emotion regulation in spite of the drawbacks, this can trigger further criticism. A common marker of structurally racist societies is the belief in mandatory assimilation. Frequently, members of one race will point to communities of minority races and argue that, by maintaining this community, they have failed to assimilate with the rest of the population and that this is wrong. It is the reasoning behind the commonly heard reprimand of “Speak English! You’re in America!” and it is often used as part of anti-immigrant rhetoric, as well as racist discourse against non-immigrant racial groups. The same belief in mandatory assimilation is also sometimes heard as an argument against gay clubs and bars. This means that situation management as an emotion regulation strategy can still result in one becoming a target for further racist or homophobic behaviour.

That being said, we must emphasize that these reasons do not constitute reasons not to engage in situation management. Situation management could be an important part of creating a safe space. This might be important for personal or community wellbeing and may enable people who are frequent targets of oppressive behaviour to have environments where they can be sure not to encounter it. Whilst this might be emotion regulation, it is done by the individual or community for their own sake, not for the sake of keeping their apt emotions from those who might be upset by them.

3.2 Attentional Deployment

The next set of strategies we will consider involve deploying one’s attention in a certain way in order to influence one’s emotions. For example, someone who is scared of flying may try and calm their fear by distracting themselves from their flight by playing a video game. Similarly, someone may seek to alleviate their boredom in a tedious business meeting by thinking about their upcoming holiday (Gross 2015: 8). Shifting one’s of attention can involve literally looking away from something that is eliciting an undesired emotion or directing one’s internal focus elsewhere.
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This set of strategies offers another way in which victims of oppression might seek to regulate away their anger. A woman in a sexist environment may choose to stop listening when her colleagues are engaging in sexist banter with each other and think about something else instead. She may choose to look away when she sees a male colleague act inappropriately to a female colleague. When reports about the level of sexism in society come on the news, she may choose to look at social media on her phone rather than paying attention to the report. By deploying these strategies, she may effectively control her anger and reduce the occasions in which she gets angry at sexist oppression. Moreover, this strategy has been found to be an effective way to lessen negative and painful emotional responses (Bennett et al 2007; Rusting 1998).

However, there are clear problems with advocating this as a general strategy for those seeking to regulate the anger they feel in response to their oppression. First, this shares the same problems as the previous strategy. If victims of sexism engage in distraction techniques whenever they are confronted with sexism then this will make it harder to challenge sexist attitudes and behavior. The second more distinctive problem with this strategy is that it seems likely to put victims of oppression in a worse epistemic position to respond to their oppression. Choosing to distract oneself whenever one is confronted by sexism would decrease someone’s awareness of the nature of sexism and how it operates. One will be less aware of the various forms sexist behavior can take from outright assault to harassment, creepiness, microaggressions, gaslighting and negging. Failing to pay attention to the details of one’s oppression will deprive one of information that will be important for basic safety (eg. who is the office creep who you should make sure never to be alone with) as well as hermeneutical resources that help you understand the nature of this oppression. By choosing not to pay attention, one is depriving oneself of vital epistemic resources to understand, challenge and survive one’s oppression.

Of course, this does not mean that victims have a duty to attend as much as possible to their oppression or that distraction is never a useful coping strategy here. It would, though, be inappropriate to demand that victims of oppression regulate away the anger they feel in response to oppression by utilizing distraction strategies. To do so would be to suggest that they ought to engage in strategies that will deprive them of vital epistemic resources.

3.3 Cognitive Reappraisal

Another set of strategies that can be used to regulate emotions are cognitive reappraisal strategies. These strategies involve changing how one evaluates the situation that is provoking the emotional response. For example, in response to doing badly in a job interview one may try to reduce one’s
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negative emotions by taking a broader perspective on one’s abilities and talents (Schartau et al 2009). Similarly, the candidate may reevaluate the significance of the emotion-eliciting event by telling herself that more opportunities will arise and that this was not their only chance of getting a job (Gross 2015: 9). More questionably, the candidate might engage in ‘sour grapes’ behavior and decide that they never wanted the job in the first place (See Elster 1983). Finally, someone may seek to regulate their negative emotions by taking a more distanced approach to their situation (Kross et al 2005; Ayduk & Kross 2008; Kross & Ayduk 2008).

These strategies offer another way in which victims of oppression might seek to regulate away their anger. Someone who has been targeted by racist abuse may seek to reduce the anger they feel in response by taking a broader perspective. For example, a footballer targeted with racist abuse by a minority of supporters may adopt a broader perspective by focusing on the fact that the majority of supporters are not acting in an abusive way. Alternatively, they may tell themselves that although this is a very bad situation, it is not catastrophic and that they are capable of tolerating it. Or they may seek to take a more distanced approach to this abuse and evaluate the abuse from a 3rd person rather than a 1st person perspective.

Reappraisal strategies have been found to be an effective for controlling the experience and expression of negative emotions. In comparison to deploying no emotion regulation strategy, using reappraisal to regulate negative emotions has been found to decrease negative emotional experience (Feinberg et al 2012; Gross 1998; Kross & Ayduck 2008). Deploying reappraisal strategies as opposed to suppression strategies (which we will discuss shortly) has been associated with a range of positive life outcomes. People who employ reappraisal strategies report having more positive and fewer negative emotional experiences (Brans et al., 2013; Gross and John 2003; Nezlek & Kuppens, 2008), higher levels of psychological well-being (John & Gross, 2004; Kelley et al 2019; McRae et al 2012) and are at a lower risk of developing cardiovascular disease (Appleton & Kubzansky, 2014; Gianaros et al., 2014). In relation to anger in particular, reappraisal has been found to be more effective at reducing feelings of anger (Szasz et al 2011; Memedovic et al 2010) and at reducing the amount at which blood pressure increases in response to provocation (Memedovic et al 2010).

While reappraisal strategies offer a useful tool for regulating emotions, there are problems accepting this as a general strategy for those seeking to regulate the anger they feel in response to their oppression. This is most obviously the case if the reevaluation that takes place involves reevaluating whether the oppression is wrong. For example, suppose a woman responds to the anger she feels in response to sexual harassment by changing her judgement of whether the behavior constitutes harassment. Assuming her original judgement was correct, this does not constitute an appropriate way to respond to the injustice. This response ignores the problem and gives up on attempts to challenge the injustice.

The case is less clear with other forms of reevaluation. Taking a broader perspective, for example, is compatible with maintaining the judgement that you have been wronged in some way. Someone who is the victim of a minor wrongdoing for example might be able to let go of their anger by telling themselves that they are generally very fortunate in life. This judgement does not involve giving up on the idea that a wrong has been done. However, there are two problems with this approach. First, it comes close to ignoring the problem. By reevaluating the situation in this way, the victim of oppression is coming dangerously close to distracting herself from the wrongful behavior she has
been subjected to. Second, taking a broader perspective in response to injustice may actually increase the anger one feels in response to injustice. If a woman who has suffered harassment takes a broader perspective on this incident, she may connect it up to the many incidents of harassment and other forms of oppressive behavior she has faced throughout her life. Indeed, it is part of the nature of many forms of oppression that they are pervasive and pollute many areas of life. Taking a broader perspective may be precisely what allows one to see the link between many small incidents which individually may be minor but together add up to a damaging form of oppression. This means that in response to such forms of oppression, taking a broader perspective might be an ineffective way of reducing one’s anger.

Distancing may also seem to be a strategy that would allow victims of oppression to regulate their anger while holding onto the judgment that they have been wronged. By taking a third-person perspective the victim of sexual harassment may be able to reduce the anger she feels at her harasser whilst holding onto the view that he has wronged her. However, this response also faces problems. While this approach does not ignore the problem, it does involve taking a detached perspective on the wrongdoing. This perspective is in tension with the most forceful forms of address with which a victim may direct to her wrongdoer. There is a special force in a victim addressing a wrongdoer in from their perspective as a victim. “You wronged me” makes a more forceful claim than “you have done wrong”. Taking a detached perspective on the wrongdoing seems at least to be in tension with making this address from the point of view of a victim and so has the potential to undermine victims’ ability to address their wrongdoer in the most forceful way. An additional problem with this strategy is that, at best, it will only be available to victims of oppression who are angry in response to a wrong that has been done to them. If instead the source of their anger is the wrong done to other people then they already have a third-person perspective. The applicability of this strategy seems limited, then, to cases where people are angry on their own behalf.

We have surveyed a number of ways in which a victim of oppression might seek to employ reappraisal strategies in order to regulate away the anger they feel in response to their oppression. We have argued that there are problems with adopting any of the strategies considered for this purpose. This does not mean though that none of the strategies considered will ever be appropriate. It does mean though that these strategies are fraught with risks in this context and that these strategies should be treated with caution. Moreover, finding an appropriate strategy to use that will not involve abandoning one’s attempts to challenge oppression is itself a form of additional emotional labor that victims of oppression would be burdened with if they take this approach.

3.4 Response Modulation

The final set of strategies we will consider are response modulation strategies that involve managing how one responds to an emotion one is experiencing. Gross (2015: 9) points to various different things one might do to alter how one responds to an emotion. Someone might use alcohol, other recreational drugs or food to try to stop themselves from feeling a particular emotion. Alternatively, one might play sport or some other form of physical activity to change how one is feeling. The most commonly investigated form of response modulation strategy though, and the one we will focus on here, is that of expressive suppression. This involves attempting to prevent oneself from
expressing the emotion one is experiencing. For example, someone who feels amusement at a funeral may do everything they can to prevent themselves from expressing this emotion. This will include trying to control their facial muscles to prevent themselves from smiling and exhaling and coughing to prevent laughter. Similarly, someone who is feeling sad at a friend's birthday party might deliberately try to stop herself communicating this through their body language by forcing their facial muscles into a smile.

Expressive suppression is another way in which victims of oppression might seek to comply with the demand not to act in an angry way. In the situation described by Audre Lorde (1984: 125) of a black woman trying to explain the racism she experiences to white women, she may deliberately suppress her anger in order to avoid creating 'a mood of hopelessness'. She force a smile and control her voice so that it does not express the anger she is feeling. In doing so, she may successfully suppress the expression of her anger and prevent the white women from feeling uncomfortable.

However, emotional suppression has been found to lead to several harmful consequences for those who deploy it. First, it has been found to decrease positive emotional experiences but not lead to a decrease in negative emotions (Brans et al 2013; Gross 1998; Stepper & Strack 1993; Strack et al 1988). It has also been found to have negative effects on well-being (Chervonsky and Hunt 2017; Gross 2003), lead to higher levels of physiological arousal (Goldin et al 2008; Hoffman et al 2009) and to increase cardiovascular arousal both in the person suppressing the emotion and in those socially interacting with them (Ben-Naim et al 2013; Butler et al 2003). Emotional suppression has also been linked to impaired cognitive function, in particular in relation to memory. In a study by Richards and Gross (1999) participants were presented with a series of slides of injured men together with some biographical information about them and then instructed to either engage in cognitive reappraisal or emotional suppression. The suppression group performed significantly worse in the subsequent memory test than the reappraisal group. These findings are supported by several subsequent studies (Bonanno et al 2004; Richards and Gross 2000; Richards and Gross 2006). In relation to anger specifically, emotional suppression is linked to increased risk of cardiovascular disease (Dembroski 1985; Denollet et al 2011; Harburg et al 2003; John and Gross 2004) and is less successful than reappraisal at reducing anger and frustration.

There is also good reason to think that suppressing anger may lead to it coming out elsewhere. A frequent observation among those writing about anger is that anger that is suppressed will find an outlet in other situations. In Soraya Chemaly’s (2018: xx) words “Anger is like water. No matter how hard a person tries to dam, divert, or deny it, it will find a way, usually along the path of least resistance.” In a moving passage, Chemaly (2018: xii) describes witnessing the eruption of her mother’s suppressed anger: “one day when I was fifteen, I was dumbfounded to see my mother standing on the veranda outside our kitchen, chucking one china plate after another as far and as hard as she could into the hot, humid air […] shattering to pieces on the terrace far below.” Similarly, Audre Lorde (1984: 141) describes anger as, “A boiling hot spring likely to erupt at any point, leaping out of my consciousness like a fire on the landscape.” Lorde observes that she would often inappropriately direct her suppressed anger at other Black women:

Other Black women are not the root cause nor the source of that pool of anger. I know this, no matter what the particular situation may be between me and another Black woman at the moment. Then why does my anger unleash itself most tellingly against another Black woman
at the least excuse? Why do I judge her in a more critical light than any other, becoming enraged when she does not measure up? (1984: 141)

Frantz Fanon provides a similar account in his description of the effects of colonization. Colonized people feel great anger in response to their oppression but learn quickly not to express this to their oppressors. As Fanon (1961 [2003]: 42) puts the point: “The settler keeps alive in the native an anger which he deprives of outlet.” This leads to a bottled up form of anger that is will inevitably find an outlet elsewhere: “The first thing which the native learns is to stay in his place, and not to go beyond certain limits. This is why the dreams of the native are always of muscular prowess; his dreams are of action and of aggression.” (Fanon 1961 [2003]: 40). This anger will likely find its outlet not against those who have caused it but against fellow colonized people: “The colonized man will first manifest this aggressiveness which has been deposited in his bones against his own people.” (Fanon 1961 [2003]: 40)

Suppressing anger then, often leads to it finding an outlet elsewhere. In the case of those who are angry in response to oppression, the anger often finds an outlet against other victims of that oppression.

In summary then, suppression is often a harmful emotion regulation strategy. The suppression of negative emotions is associated with harmful consequences for wellbeing, including an increased risk in heart disease. In addition, those who suppress the anger they feel at their oppressors often find themselves unleashing it against their fellow victims of oppression. Asking that victims of oppression regulate their anger by engaging in emotional suppression then, involves asking them to accept the likely negative consequences of emotional suppression for their health and well-being, as well as potentially leading to unjustified anger being unleashed against their fellow victims of oppression.

4. The Dilemma Facing Victims of Injustice

In the previous section, we examined the various strategies available to victims of oppression wishing to regulate away the anger they feel in response to injustice. We pointed out various problems with adopting any of these solutions in this context. Situation management strategies risk further marginalizing victims of oppression and making it harder for them to challenge that oppression. Attentional deployment strategies also risk making challenging oppression harder, as well as depriving victims of oppression with important epistemic resources to understand and survive their oppression. Different forms of cognitive reappraisal strategy risk either changing one’s judgement that oppression is taking place, undermining victims’ ability to respond in the most forceful way, or actually intensifying the anger. Finally, suppression is a regulative strategy associated with significant costs to those who employ it including harms to health, well being, and the relationships with one’s fellow victims of oppression.

This means that victims of oppression seeking to regulate away the anger they feel in response to their oppression face a dilemma. On the one hand, they can engage in regulation strategies that will be counter productive from the point of view of alleviating their oppression. This may be because the strategy will lead to further marginalization, make challenging the oppression harder, undermine important resources needed to alleviate it or involve changing one’s judgment that one is oppressed. Alternatively, victims of oppression can engage in emotional suppression, which is a regulative strategy associated with harms to health, well being and the relationships with one’s fellow victims of oppression.
oppression. The choice facing victims of oppression then is either to regulate their anger in a way that will make it harder for them to combat their oppression or to engage in an act of self-harm by employing a damaging emotion regulation strategy.

What this shows is that the situation facing victims of oppression who are asked not be angry in order to advance their interest is even worse than Srinivasan’s account of it. Not only are they faced with the normative conflict between an apt emotional response and the need to advance their interest and the psychic costs and emotional labor that go along with it. But their situation is also such that they cannot deploy any of the standard emotion regulation strategies without further cost, either to the cause of challenging their oppression or to their own well-being.

5. How to Respond?

So far, what we have accomplished is an expansion of the implications of affective injustice as outlined by Srinivasan. Whilst Srinivasan does acknowledge that engaging in emotional regulation is psychologically burdensome, what we hope to have achieved here is a fleshed-out account of how specific emotional regulation strategies can be harmful. We have also illustrated that the harm caused by regulating appropriate emotions forces victims of injustice into a tighter dilemma than we may have initially hoped. We now have reason to doubt that it is genuinely the case that, in the face of some injustices, victims would do better to regulate their emotions. Not only is it an injustice for them to face pressure or obligation to do so, as Srinivasan shows, but also it may be damaging to do so. This is building on Srinivasan’s account of affective injustice; it is not only unfair but also could be just as harmful as the negative consequences of leaving emotions unregulated.

This leaves us wondering what to do next? What is the best course of action when experiencing the unpleasant emotional consequences of oppression? Importantly, it would be a mistake to be absolutely prescriptive in answering this question. As we saw in section 3, the results of engaging in emotional regulation strategies can depend on the individual and there are many factors that can affect the outcome. What we hope to do instead is suggest some crucial considerations that need to be taken into account with any given course of action.

5.1 What we are not suggesting

An aspect of emotional regulation that we haven’t covered here is temper regulation. In Seneca’s On Anger and in several philosophical works since, anger has been characterised as a loss of control. It is important to distinguish between being angry and reacting to anger. We do not mean to discourage tactics to control the instantaneous response that one might have while angry, only to give reasons against encouraging controlling anger’s existence. In cases where anger is appropriate, controlling one’s reaction to anger is different from regulating the anger itself. For instance, there is no harm to our knowledge in using the common “count to ten” tactic between an event and expressing anger at that event. We could even go so far as to suggest that this kind of tactic is less emotion regulation than communication regulation.

One worry is that one could consider the “count to ten” method as the relevant part of emotion regulation, and the more violent reaction to anger as the part of anger that needs regulating. If this
were right then it would not be the emotion that would need to be regulated but rather the
responsive expression of emotion. However, as DiAngelo (2011) writes, white fragility is so
prevalent that even the smallest amount of racial stress can result in defensive behaviour. The result
of this is that any discussion of race, no matter how calmly operated, can result in the same negative
response. It is not limited to cases where a quick temper is the manifestation of anger in question.
This, in addition to philosophers who advise against anger, either for moral or practical reasons (e.g.
Nussbaum 2016, Pettigrove 2012) do not only have the quick temper in mind when dispensing this
advice. It is beyond the scope of this paper to fully consider anger as a communication strategy and
temper regulation as a communication strategy, but this could be an important subject for further
research. In the meantime, we will discuss a few ways to deal with affective injustice in light of
emotion regulation.

5.2 Combatting Perpetrator Fragility

Having established what we do not mean to suggest, we move on to what we could suggest as an
alternative to emotion regulation in cases of oppression. Reasons to engage in emotional regulation
are largely to do with the potential negative reactions of others towards the affectivity of the angry
individual. In the case of racial oppression, reasons to engage in emotion regulation can come from
failures of emotion regulation in white people. Robin DiAngelo (2011) identifies white fragility as an
emotional state in which white people become distressed at relatively small amounts of discussion of
race, and as a result, this discussion can become easily derailed.

In their forthcoming article, Liebow and Glazer outline ways in which emotion regulation can be
used to combat white fragility. When we consider white fragility as a failure of emotion regulation, it
throws into sharp relief the affective injustice at play in cases of racial injustice. Victims of racial
injustice are asked to engage in potentially damaging strategies of emotion regulation because of
white people’s failure to engage in helpful emotion regulation strategies. The psychological and
emotional burden of engaging in difficult emotion regulation is unfairly placed on the wrong party.
Whilst it is a difficult goal to achieve, ideally the solution will be that white people will get better at
emotion regulation so that victims of racial oppression are no longer saddled with the task of
regulating their appropriate emotions to placate white people who cannot regulate their unhelpful
emotions. White people need to start doing the necessary affective labour, rather than displacing it
on victims of racial injustice. Whilst this may not be a useful strategy up against someone who is
unwilling to address their fragility, it should be held as the goal of emotion regulation in contexts of
racism and racist oppression. This can be expanded to include other forms of oppression. For
instance, if men react negatively to discussion of female oppression, the pressure to deal with their
negative emotions should be on them, rather than on the oppressed woman to regulate her reaction
to oppression of women. This is also important to consider in a non-political interpersonal context.
In some families, if there is one volatile person in the family, the group can take on a dynamic where
the volatility of that individual is taken as a given and responsibility is placed on everyone else in the
group not to “set them off” rather than making that person responsible for their own emotions.
This can be especially damaging in scenarios where the volatile party is abusive.8 Whilst this dynamic
can be accepted by the members of the group it affects, to the external observer it seems unfair and

8 See Mills (Ms.)
enabling abusive behaviour. Yet, when this is expanded to the political context, the fragility of the powerful group is at times accepted as something that the oppressed group has to work around. This could be said to amount to affective exploitation of the oppressed group.\footnote{The term “affective exploitation” comes from Whitney (2018).} By acknowledging this affective injustice and seeking to change the distribution of affective labour, we may be able to make discussions of inequality fairer.

5.3 Channel anger in the right kinds of ways

A second way to approach emotion regulation might be to consider the target of the emotion. Lorde (1984) makes the case against suppression of anger, not only on the basis that anger is useful, but also because she claims that the suppression of anger can lead to it coming out in other ways. In her example, suppression of anger against white people can come out as anger against other black people. She argues in favour or redirecting anger towards the appropriate target. Lorde describes “How to train that anger with accuracy rather than deny it has been one of the major tasks of my life.” (1984: 141). Training one’s anger is still a psychologically laborious task, so there is still an injustice to its necessity on top of the injustice that caused the initial anger. However, there is no part of being a victim of injustice that is not psychologically laborious, and we can learn from Lorde that anger can be useful in understanding one’s oppression and damaging when suppressed. It does still leave us with the difficulty of establishing who or what is a good target for anger?

One solution might be that anger could be directed against structures of oppression rather than agents perpetuating this oppression, as that is less likely to invite the negative backlash. Unfortunately, it is clear from backlash against such anti-racist movements such as black lives matter or taking a knee that even directing anger towards systems instead of individuals can still trigger a negative response. In 2016 when American football player Colin Kaepernick kneeled during the national anthem in protest of the racism and violence in the police force, there was a huge backlash including calls for him to be fired. Kaepernick demonstrated a calm, measured expression of protest against a system and was still met with an intensely angry response. With this in mind, it is perhaps naïvely optimistic to hope that if anger is directed at systems instead of people it will not risk the same backlash. Also, to proceed with the goal of redirecting anger at systems instead of individuals can still involve an affective injustice. If an individual behaves in a racist way, it is appropriate to be angry with them, and undertaking the affective labour of redirecting anger towards the system that produced the racist is still unfairly landing the angry person with psychological work through no fault of their own.

Conclusion

What we aim to have accomplished here is an expansion of Amia Srinivasan’s account of affective injustice that illustrates how specifically it is harmful. Our starting point was the link between affective injustice and emotional regulation. We argued that to demand someone forgo their anger when their anger is appropriate may not only constitute an affective injustice, as Srinivasan argues, but it may also unfairly ask them to engage in potentially harmful emotion regulation. The strategies
that someone might use for emotion regulation have been considered one by one, along with considerations of how they might be harmful. Given these harms, we can conclude that asking someone to regulate an appropriate emotional response because it is in their interest is not only an affective injustice, it may also be misguided as we have illustrated that it may not be in their best interest overall. A better course of action may be for those who react badly to apt emotions to learn to better manage their own emotions so that they no longer react badly, rather than ask others to regulate apt emotions.

Crucially, we are not concluding that it is definitely bad to engage in emotion regulation when one’s emotions are appropriate, only that it is short sighted to argue for the regulation of fitting emotions. Given that the pressure to regulate apt anger often comes from an external pressure, rather than an internal one, we can conclude that it is often fine to engage in emotion regulation for the sake of oneself. However, it can be unjust to ask someone to engage in it for their own sake or for the sake of some external force.

We considered other strategies for emotion regulation, such as directing anger at systems of oppression. Whilst there is merit in these strategies when compared with other strategies, they carry the same risks of backlash as unregulated anger. This opens up important questions for further research, such as are there any good strategies for the regulation of apt emotion that do not carry risks of negative consequences? Also, are there other contexts in which the demand to regulate emotions is an affective injustice? In this paper, we have focused on anger in the face of oppression and discrimination, but it is possible that the same concerns could be applied to other emotions in other contexts. Finally, we are also left considering whether literature on emotion regulation can also be informative in other areas of philosophy of emotion and ethics. Given that many ethicists and philosophers of emotion dedicate research to how people should feel, it seems reasonable that those areas of philosophy could be combined with research on emotion regulation in future projects.\(^\text{10}\)
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